LA 601  Grad Research Options for F ’97 & W ’98

Fall ’97

1. 3 credits: Assisting in and helping to record the entry studio experience for new grads with a non-design degree background. Toward an article or book chapter related to designing.  1 or 2 people

   1. David Whitteaker
   2. open

2. 3 credits: Index for Designing in an Environmental Field, approx. 3-4 pages of an 120 page book, to be published in Jan. 1998. Index must be complete by Nov 30. PageMaker 6.5, Manuals, and assistance from Jerry. 1 person

3. 3 credits: Web PiE. Using PageMill 2.0 and SuperCard 3.0, creating a limited web version of the Nine Questions from Designer PiE ‘97. Some familiarity with web authoring is necessary. The rest can be picked up quickly with help from Jerry. 1 person

Winter ’98

1. 3 credits: More Web PiE. Using PageMill 2.0 and SuperCard 3.0, adding some of the Nine Ways of Thinking to Designer PiE ‘97. Some familiarity with web authoring is necessary. The rest can be picked up quickly with help from Jerry. 1 person

2. 3 credits: A Designer PiE Manual. Initial mock up of a Designer PiE Manual for student reference and inclusion in a book on design methods and models. 1 or 2 people

3. 3 credits: Recording the Comp. Studio experience. 1 or 2 people

Apply for fall before Wed. Sept. 24 @ 5 pm. to Jerry by email only: diethelm@darkwing.uoregon.edu  Short note. Decisions by 9/26